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To Stop or Not to Stop? -
A Question Every Trader Must Answer

"They did it to me again!" I can't
tell you how many times I've heard
this lament from traders who were
slopped out oJ a p0sition just heTore
the market resumed its previously
profitable track. "They" in this case,
are (of course) floor traders, who

I consider their Dros and cons.
I
I Parameter Control
l - -

f- When stops arc TaIT ofaTtstEm-s-- -

] design, they add parameter control,
I making most actual performance trials' fare worse than simulated oerfor-

are cast as villains in a plot to
stop out the little guy and
take the profits for them-
selves. Does this really
happen? Perhaps. But
more often than not,
the natural forces of
supply and demand or
reactions to current
events trigger blip-
like fluctuations in
the market. A more
important question is, "How can one
use stops wisely to protect assets,
rather than pre-arrange the extent of
the next loss?" A more basic question
is, "Should I use stoDs at all?" 

-

Traders. big and sniall. rypically
hate stops because of the poor market
order executions that'lnevitablv result.
You can get killed when you use them
and murdered when you don't. Mental
stops don't help much unless you are
very disciplined, watch the markets
minute by minute, and are willing to
take yourself out when the critical
price is touched.

Any trading system could use stop-
loss logic to exit a position if the
market were to turn against it. Al-
though stop-loss controls will help
some of the time, they will also force
early exit from otherwise profitable
positions. Before selecting a system
that relies heavily on stops, please

mance. Simulated results which rely
heavily on stops are highly

suspect. The perf0rmance
measurements must be
discounted to compen-
sate for the added
parameter contfol that
surely degrades actual
performance.

It is more appropri
ate to add parameter
control through the

use of additional independent,
intermarket time series supp0rt. It is
not unusual in these days of abundant
computer power and readily wailable
data base scope and longevity to use
many markets to help predict only
one. When market direction can be
forecasted more reliably, the use of
stops to hold onto profits can be
reduced. Intermarket analysis has
always offered larger profits and
better performance, given that proven
methods have been employed.
The Double Whammy

Stops may have a place in your
trading plan, but I believe they should
be used sparingly. They are particu-
larly insidious when used in a system
which reverses direction when stous
are hit. Typical of this application is
the purchase or sale of double the

(conlinLe,l on Page 2)
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To Stop or Not to StoP?...
kontinued fron PaBe l.)

"Altbougb it ,na! be
conaenl.ent to blarne
anonymous floor
traders for your

fina.ncial dlsasters, it
is ,nore berrefi.cial to
look to the desi.gn oJ
louf oun ttad.dng
systern for a solution
to the Problem."

ouantitv of units held when the
reversai level is hit. The trader suffers
an erosion of capital in his current
position, then starts the opposite
market position at the eroded price.
Vhen price is your only governing
inDut. little can be done to avoid
suffering the effects of double dollar
erosion without adding still more
parameter control and taking addi-
tional performance discounts against
your real results.

The Option Alternative

Evefy analyst must consider
whether stops are preserving capital or
ieopardizing performance by increasing
losses beyond what would have
occurred in their absence. In general,
any decision which will force extra
trading is undesirable. Activating stop
losses will generally increase the
transaction costs of playing the game.
Consider the additional two altema-
tives of buying an option (a Put, if
your sell stop is hit) or writing an
option (a call, if your sell stop is hit).
The advantage of the option over a
stop in this case can be determined by
caliulating the reward-versus-risk
ratio of each of the three alternatives.
Admittedlv. this is a tall order, but one
can estimate possible returns from past
d n. The ma;ket volitility, oPtion
Dremiums and oDtion time values can
all translate into a measure oi risk. It
will take some effort, but one of the
three proposed alternatives is better
than the other two for every situation.
An empirical solution exists for each
problern that arises.

If you are approaching a stoP loss
point, you have probably already lost
substantial equity. Think of this loss as
a "rcrlized" capital erosion for your
mental frame of mind. Moving to this
point frees your thoughts to concen-
trate on the alternatives and other
positions. Hope springs eternal and
clears your mind to cope with adversity.

Although it may be convenient to

blame anonymous floor traders for
vour financial disasters, it is more
beneficial to look to the design of your
own trading system for a solution to
the problem. Using stops wisely and
sparingly in conjunction with a proven
trading system will almost certainly be
more gratifying in the future. To stop
or not to stop? That is Your choice to
make. Like most things in life, stops
are best used in moderation. +

6a'P.zz*--,

Throwing Away
Unfortunate Outliers
When Examining
Svstem Performance

Last month we talked about a
trading system developer who wanted
prospective purchasers to ign0re the
huse and unfortunate loss incufred in
Octbber, 1987. It was argued that this
was, after all, a rate and non-repeat-
able event that should be removed
from c0nsideration. [t was our reaction
rhat t0 isnore the unfortunate mis-
takes of-the past is an invitation to
experience their repetition in the
future,I felt that ,it w*s appropriate to
elaborate on those feelings in this
lssue.

As relative Dioneers in the U.S
Space program at General Electric in
the 1950s, my fellow engineers and I
cherished every failure that occurred.
We learned from our failures far more
than we learned from our successes.
Each failure observed made us all the
more aware of our engineering
def iciencies and understanding.

Without that attitude, we would
never have olaced a man on the moon
and broughf him back to earth. we
had a zero-defects obiective that

(contin ed on Page 5)
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Certifying a Real-Time Track Record
Without Real-Time Risk

As our regular readers are no-doubt
aware, we have long been concerned
with the issue of simulated-versus-
actual trading results. A trading
system that makes a bundle in hind-
sight analysis may well be a loser in
real-time trading. The developer who
optimizes to the hilt can easily
manipulate a system to appeaf pfofit-
able, but in doing so, he produces a
system for which future results are
unpredictable at best.

We have often recommended our
own Trading System Performance
Evaluatorru and Trader's Money
Managerru programs as tools for
certifying the results of an untried
trading system. TSPI and TMM give
you a good idea of the capital required
to trade a system and the expected
return on investment. Through Monte
Carlo simulations, they synthesize
simulated results by dqrading opti-
mized profits and losses to compensate
for parameter control. In doing so,
these programs can help both the
developer and the consumer/trader
evaluate any single-market trading
svstem under consideration.

Experience has taught us that the
real-time results of a system may also
reouire a Monte Carlo examination
before the results can be certified. Itie
have recentlv learned of a service for
itrvestors and software developers that
takes you more than half way to a
goal by both tracking and certifying
the results of your trading system in
real time. This opportunity, introduced
below, plus a confirming simulation
against the real-time results may
rcmove 9596 of the doubt one might
expect for most investment applica-
t10ns.

Innovative system developers who
are short on capital but long on
market insight can now obtain a
certified reaftime track record to
proye their talents without investing a
cent in the markets. A new type of
pseudo-brokerage service pr0vides

audited trading results for paper
trades made without investment
capital. AUDITRACK, which considers
itself to be a synthesizing brokerage
firm, will track trading recommenda-
tions in real time with audited records
that report results in exactly the same
way a full service brokerage firm
handles real trades.

AUDITRACK is staffed by profes-
sional brokers who take orders by
phone or fax just as any broker would.
They follow up with confiiin-mg
phone calls and hardcopy reports of
fills and executions. Thev monitor
the market tiquidity and report
accurate would-be fills based on
order size and then-current market
volume and open interest. For
complete authenticity, AUDITRACK
supplies a realistic fill price, which is
adjusted for market slippage at the
time of the order. The reoorted
commission per trade is controlled by
the customer, so that it reflects the
real-world charges associated with
individual brokerase firms.

The big difference between
AUDITRACK and, say, Merrill Lynch, is
the absence of risk. The fills are
comparable to a real trading account,
but the possible erosion in capital is
not there. An account can be of any
size, and irades can be executed in any
quantity. The customer pays a fee of
from $1.00 to about $2.00 per trade per
contract, depending upon the size of
the account. which can varv from a
couple of thousand to more than a
million dollars. The service is well
worth the cost because it allows the
analyst to learn to adiust to unforseen
market conditions, and to do so
without fisk.

AUDITRACK s value to the user is
the real-time treatment received.
There is little difference between the
record shown on an AUDITRACK
brokeraee statement and the result
found on any other "real" brokerage

(@ntifl ed ofi pape j)



Ask Customer Service

Each December our
Castomer Seruice stalf
ad.d.resses the inpor-
tant tash of year-end
fi.le maintenance
requl.red. Jo r updat i ng
continuous contracts
into tbe neu lear, fbis
process ls no longer
necessary Jor the ,na.ny
Qui.ckTrl.eo€ users wbo
haoe upgraded to
oersion 4.05 or 4.06. h
is, houeaet, stlll re-
quired for users of
ear ll.er aer si.o n s. This
seri.es of questions a.nd.
answers about file
extension should
a.ssure that the ttansi-
tion goes srnoothly.

U. 199, is ldst approacbing and I'm
rcnrcmed aboul mv rcntinuous dala
fila. Tbey all haue ending data of
December 31, 1994 Hou can I update
these files next vear?

A. This question applies to all con-
tinuous data files including stocks,
indexes, cash, nearest futures and
Perpetual Contract@ data. QuickTrieve's
Move/Split a Data File (Move a
contract file on version 3.1) will help
you extend your files.

The file extension nrocess is much
easier with QuickTrieve 4.01 through
4.04 tha:n with previous versions,
These later releases can autocreate all
necessary files in a single run. They
can also automatically create new data
directories when the limit of 120 files
is reached. Users of QuickTrieve
versions 4.05 and 4.06 needn't worry
about file extension at all, as the
software will extend your files
automatically when needed,

To begin file extension, select <H>
from the QuickManager@ Menu. A list
of your files will be displayed. Press
the letter designatof of each c0ntinu-
ous file ending in 1994. When finished,
press <F3>'.

You will be asked if you want to
create files for all items 0r iust th0se
not existing on your target path. Say
All. You will be shown each selected
file and asked if you want to change
the beginning or ending date of each.
Answer Yes. Change the ending year
for each item to 95. You may substitute
96 or 97 as desired to avoid doing this
next year, but be aware that this
practice consumes more disk space
than will be immediatelY used.

Vhen finished, check your new
files to see that the data was trans-
ferred properly. If the new files are
0.K., you'll probably want to delete the
original files using <B> Delete data file
from disk.

You can extend your files any time
before the end of December, as long as

youtrr new files are ready by Jart'sary 3,
1995.

"The <F3> feature is included in
version 4 series QuickTrieve only. Users
of prior releases must move each file
individually as directed through screen
prompts.

\1. Wba.t will happen iI .l do.n't extPnd
m.y cqnnnuous.Iues 0y {ne.Jtrsr
business da! in JanaarJ)?
l

A. This will not be a maior problem
for users of QuickTrieve 4.01 through
4.04 who reouest autocreation of new
files with eath update. QuickTrieve
will simolv create a new file for each
continuou; series, using the ending date
you specify. The new files will hold
only 1995 data, however, so they won't
be very useful for charting. To avoid
this, be sure to c0mbine your 1995 data
with past data using the procedure
described above.

Users of QuickTrieve 4.0 or earlier
versions will have a greater problem.
Since new files aren't created automati-
cally during daily distribution, 1995
data could be lost. Be sute to print a
data listing onJanuary 3 to make
sure everything is posting correctly,
A NOFL (no file) status indicates that a
contract was not posted. If your data
listing shows NO_FL for any of your
contracts, g0 through the [ile extension
orocess described above t0 create a
lareer file. You won't need to make
another modem call; simply distribute
your update again.

ll. I use QuickTrieue lo retrieue dailT
u-pdates. but I onl1, distribule tbe dal4
to C o mp u Tr a c / M e ta.s to c k -fo rm.a t f i I es.
Mast I extend tbese files witb
QuickTrieue?
A. No. CompuTrac/Metastock-format
files are self perpetuating. The annual
extension process only applies to continu-
ous QuickTrieve-fomat files updated
with QT version 4.04 or earlier. +



Certifying a Real-Time Record...
(continren frotx page 3)

statement. Both would Drove the same
general result authentic;ting the
customer's market timing.

If you are considering a system you
would like to market or purchase,
there is no substitute for rea.l-time
experience. It makes sense to pass it
through AUDITRACK's system for an
accurate paper-trade t€st. Better yet, if
you are considering a software purcha8
have the software vendor gas it through
AUDITRAC{ aod slpply hi! account
record to you. There is nothing like real-
time experience to market your approach
and certify its performance

For more information please contact:
Mr. Gene Donney, President AUDITRAC( Inc
309 SE Mizner Blvd- Suite "62 Boca Raton, FL
3?432 (407) 39T3876Fax(407) 39T5310 +

Throwing Away ...
(continuedlrom page 2)

absorbed every member of the team at
G.E. Our approach gave us a leading
role in the products we developed. So
the next time someone tells you to
ignore a failure an{ focus 9nl1 o1_1!g_
successes, you should respectfully tell
him that he knows not what he is
talkins about. +

-x

CSI Software Product Summary
Please check all thal apply and complele the iniormation box al right.

Mail or fax to CSl, 200 West Palmetto Park Road, Boca Raton, Florida 33432:, Fax: 1407) 392-7761

fl QuickTrieve@OuickManager@for PC To retrieve, manage & edii
data (includes 1994 Alerts Calendar); New daily user $5!.
QuickTrieve/Quicki\,lanager version 4.06upgrade(forcurrenr
QuickTrieve users only): $J9; demo disk $5

E QuickPlot@OuickStudy@ Ior PC - Charting & analysis software
(requires QT,TQM) $89

E Trade Data Manager'. - Macintosh downloader & accounting
program $59; upgrade $49 or FREE with $100 history order

fl Trading System Performance Evaluaior'. (TspE)for PC - Computes
your system's capital requirements $149

E Trader's Money Manager"for Pc - $399 (includes TSPE);
Demo disk: $15

D TraDe$k'" for PC - Tradels' complete accounting system - CSI
daily user $149; Unrestricted uie $299; 30-day iridl version $22

fl Seasonal Index Value Pack for PC - Ten years of history for 33
popular commodities $315

E Daily Updates tor PC - Starting at $10.80 per month
I CSlTechnical Journal - Aug.'90 to present $35/Yr. - $5/Reprint
O CSI Mailing List - $200/1,000 narnes (CSI users 0mitted)
fl csf Product catalog -FREE

Please add $29 per software package for overseas shipping.
All pices subjecl lo change wilhoul nolice.

NAIVIE

ADDRESS

DAY PHONE (- )

USEB ID#

DISK PFEFERENCE
n 5.2s7360K ! s.zs"/t.z tua lnrou oensrrvl
Zs.s'flzox n s.syt.++ MB (Hrou oersrry)
l\TETHOD 0F PAYIVENT (PBEPAYTv E\T F Eou,BED)

NCHECK NI,4ASTERCABD NVISA
N DISCOVER N AMIERICAN EXPRESS

AIIIOUNT ENCLOSED $
CARD #

EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE
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SR:

Where: SR i.s the Sharpe
Ratlo, X0' ) i.s the prcfit
or loss Jor the ith tra.d.e
Ln a set of N ffad.es, X
bar is the awrage oJ all
trad.es uhlcb is equina-
Lent to R, the aggregate
return, dhtl.ded by N.

-l.,
I

Measuring Trading System Market Performance

In our recent three-part series "An

Official Guide to Trading System
Design," we visited the subject of
measuring synthesized market perfor-
mance. We ursed readers to avoid
aggregate levels of profit as a means of
ranking proposed approaches for
trading. It was our thesis that ratios be
substituted for aggregates to obtain a
meaningful measure of performance.

We suggested a modified Sharpe
Ratio be used to accomplish this end.
The Sharpe Ratio is simply the ratio of
aggregate return (R) to the standard
deviation of the elements of realized
profits and losses that produced the
ag$egamrc return. In equation form this
would appear as it is shown in sidebar.

We took the liberty to multiply the
standard deviation by three (3) to
simulate a return where the denomi-
nator represents required invested
c,;pit2,l ^t the 99% confidence level.
This minor adjustment serves to
penalize the more volatile approaches
which could yield similar Lg$egate
profits.

Criticisms we have seen of the
Sharpe Ratio as a performance mea-
surement tool are somewhat arcane.
For example, to say it won't work well
if profits or losses occur in correlated
sets seems to stretch one's imagination.
If an analyst cannot defend the
assumption of trade independence,
then the Sharpe Ratio cannot be used
to assess performance.

Another criticism is, "It won't w0rk
because using a different time period
for sampling performance will lead to
different results." Profits and losses
should be considered as random
variables with a siven mean and
variance. All trades should be consid-
ered to be independent and
uncorrelated, i.e., as a random variable.
Measurements should be made as
though we are preparing for the
future, not as a rehash of the pasL
which can never again be duplicated.
Except for the return parameter, the

Sharpe Ratio says nothing about time
units. It focuses upon trading events
of realized profits and loses To sample
an equity curve on a fixed periodic
basis (monthly or quarterly, etc.) is
not permitted because serial samples
would be correlated and this would
represent an invalid application.

In our view, to focus on the time
period is a miss-application 0f the
intent of the Sharpe Ratio. A sample is
a trade result, not a single-day change
in cumulative equity performance. To
use an equity curve as our progression
would suggest that each daily sample
is a c0mpleted trade. The equity curve
occurs in hindsight and sampling from
it is an over simplification of the
process because it could lead to a false
assessment for markedly diverse
trading approaches. The concept of
what is a sample is an important one.
Increasing the sample size by viewing
an equity curve 0n a daily basis gives
heavy credence to something over
which control would not necessarily
be exercised. Admittedly, there is an
equity curve for every trading system,
but the trade-byJrade performance
will, in the long run, statistically and
implicitly generate a probable equity
curve for the set of trades introduced.

Critics of performance measure-
ment approaches may lean toward a
dual approach where both aggregate
performance and a Sharpe Ratio
application are used to make an
assessment of trading system value.
This is understandable. Even the best
analysts may cling to old habits in
lieu of usins more scientific methods
of analvsis. No one has been successful
in disproving the mathematical
methods of differential calculus to
solve problems in maximization. For
this reason, the ratio should be your
sole source method of establishing the
true merit of your trading system
approach. +
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